Open Knowledge Foundation Glasgow #1

First meeting of the Open Knowledge Foundation in Glasgow at the Electron Club on the 28th August 2013

#opendatagla #okfn

“@SyneDrum: Looking forward to tonight’s Open Data event at @cca_glasgow @openglasgow @okfnscot” Me too! #OpenDataGLA

Standing room only now at #opendataGLA

Great turn out for #opendatagla twitter.com/LornaMCampbell/...
Packed Electron Club at the CCA in Glasgow for the Open Knowledge Foundation #opendatagla
twitter.com/Moniker42/statu...

@MONIKER42 · 5 YEARS AGO

33 geeks in a room for #opendatagla

@ewanhklein kicks off #opendatagla

5 YEARS AGO
Massive turnout at first @okfscot @okfn #opendataGLA meetup. twitter.com/johnthegeo/stat…

@JOHNADAMS @JOHNTHEGEO · 5 YEARS AGO

Open knowledge is what open data & content become when they are made useful #opendatagla

5 YEARS AGO
Glynn Staples talking about Glasgow Future Cities project #opendatagla
twitter.com/LornaMCampbell/...

£24million - the magic number for the Glasgow Future Cities project #opendatagla
@Global_Glynn I think there's a leftfield song that goes something like that....#OpenDataGlasgow

twitter.com/SDEGlasgow/stat...

MARK IRWIN @SDEGLASGOW · 5 YEARS AGO

William J Nixon
williamjnixon

Glasgow Open Data demonstrator open.glasgow.gov.uk #OpenDataGLA #okfn -want to join up city data with other data across Glasgow

Duncan Bain
@dncnbn

glynn staples talks about digital futures, open licenses for scottish law and the risks of data biting back #OpenDataGLA

Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell

4 steps - choose your data, apply open licence, make data available & discoverable #opendataglasgow
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Lorna M. Campbell
@LornaMCampbell
Sheila MacNeill
sheilmc@sheilmcn

Interested in smart cities and the Glasgow Future City Project then follow @openglasgow - they want to reach 100 followers soon #opendatagla

5 YEARS AGO

William J Nixon
williamjnixon

Next up talk about Learner Journey Data Jam - a Scottish government hack event in April learnerjourneydatajam.com #OpenDataGLA #okfn

5 YEARS AGO

Lorna M. Campbell
LornaMCampbell

Lizzie Brotherston talking about the Scottish Learner Journey Data Jam #opendatagla

5 YEARS AGO

Miss @LBrotherston having a great talk at #opendataGLA twitter.com/ValgerdurPeturs...

VALGERDUR P. @VALGERDURPETURS - 5 YEARS AGO
Sean Anderson
Moniker42

New favourite word: DATAJAM #opendatagla

Lorna M. Campbell
LornaMCampbell

Interesting hearing about innovative nature of data jams & reflecting back on CETIS code bashes #aheadofourtime #opendatagla

Sheila MacNeill
sheilmcn

@wilm getting a shout out at #opendatagla

@McDawg next up at #opendatagla talking about research & data twitter.com/LornaMCampbell/…

LORNA M. CAMPBELL @LORNAMCAMPBELL · 5 YEARS AGO
William J Nixon

Prezi talk from @McDawg prezi.com/grzbkxz1n0yb/o... Publishing Research without data... #opendatagla shout out to @CameronNeylon too #okfn

Lorna M. Campbell

Pantonprinciples.org #opendatagla

Duncan Bain

Free beer AND free speech at #OpenDataGLA

Graham Steel

Speaker 4 is @billroberts talking about swirrl.com #opendatagla #opendata

Talk by @billroberts of @swirrl about linked data #opendatagla twitter.com/stevenlivz/stat...
When publishing open data, consider needs of different users. Obvious but very important! #opendatagla

Great consumer vs. intermediary graph by Bill Roberts of @swirrl @swirrat #OpenDataGLA

twitter.com/dncnbn/status/3...

Got a bit of a typology of data users going on here with sparql programmers at the bottom :) #opendatagla

The power of CSV - @mhawksey would love this #OpenDataGLA
@sheilmcn someone mentioned that if you host CSV/TSV on GitHub they now automatically render nicely? #opendatagla github.com/blog/1601-see-...

"Not everyone in the world should be an RDF expert" True dat! #opendatagla

Re previous tweet, correct terminology appears to be "hard core sparql junkies" #opendatagla

“Hard core sparql junkie" competing with “data ninja” as favourite phrase/data taxonomy at #OpenDataGLA

I appear to have just offered to be an #opendatagla ambassador following an earlier comment from @ewanhklein - He did ask ;-) 

@5l @Joysci @McDawg @ewanhklein V good talks (and good beer) so hopefully will be #opendatagla 2

@williamjnixon @5l @Joysci @ewanhklein Given the "n" that showed up tonight, defo. must do more #opendatagla,s McYes....
Neil Logan of Data Lab setting up now #opendatagla twitter.com/LornaMCampbell/…

Lorna M. Campbell
LornaMCampbell
5 YEARS AGO

Scotland has world class universities but industry investment in R&D is low #opendatagla

Graham Steel
McDawgMcDawg
5 YEARS AGO

On the sweary word front, David Logan is beating me 6 - 2 thus far ;-) #opendataGLA #openswearing

Lorna M. Campbell
LornaMCampbell
5 YEARS AGO

Industry needs simplification in the innovation landscape, hence SFC innovation centre initiative #opendatagla
"Academics talk to industry because they want money for research" Hmm what about investment in teaching? #opendatagla

That last presentation by @neil_logan #opendatagla

Me to @ewanhklein before kick off, "How long will tonight last?" Response, "As long as it takes". I like that a lot. #opendatagla

Final talk on UKGov Open Standards by Peter Winstanley gov.uk/government/pub... #opendatagla #okfn

Peter Winstanley pointing out the fact you have to pay to access BSI standards, you get one copy that can not be shared #opendatagla

really robust justification for open standards from Peter Winstanley, including importance of persistent resolvable identifiers #opendatagla

Big H/T to @LornaMCampbell the top tweeter at #opendatagla!!
Great talks, beer and #OpenDataGLA evening thanks to @ewanhklein and the speakers. Definitely worth running again.

@LornaMCampbell looks like it was a great event #opendatagla

Impressive debut for @okfnscot #OpenDataGLA Thanks to @ewanhklein & other organisers! Good chats with @McDawg and @Moniker42 amongst others

Great talks at #openDataGLA tonight. Felt like the start of a community who could really help change things.

Huge amount of energy and enthusiasm at #OpenDataGLA, and a great set of talks. Thanks to @SICSA_Scotland for sponsoring refreshments! @OKFN

Excellent inaugural #OpenDataGLA meetup. Well done to @ewanhklein and @global_glynn on pulling it together!

Archive of #openDataGLA tweets docs.google.com/spreadsheet...... (update every 24hr .. csv version docs.google.com/spreadsheet......
**Graham Steel**

McDawg@McDawg

At 35 - 35 the #opendata confirms that @McDawg and @LornaMCampbell were the top tweeters of #opendataGLA docs.google.com/spreadsheet......

**Graham Steel**

McDawg@McDawg

#opendataGLA and indeed #opendataEDB might be interested in this event in Oct. edinpubconf.net/events.html

**Graeme Arnott**

e_gja @e_gja

3 SCOOBs at #OpenDataGLA We need to sort out how to get #openbadges for G'gow group @LBrotherston @sheilmcn Discuss at next meetup?

**Neil Logan**

neil_logan@neil_logan

For the folks that came along to my talk at #opendatatagla tonight I’ve posted a short blog on the subject neillogan.com/2013/08/27/so-...